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Abstract 
 

Accessing internal pages without authentication is a cracker’s dream come true. This 

paper discusses a widespread coding flaw in PHP web applications which makes the 

entire ‘behind-authentication’ module publicly accessible. 

 

Introduction 
 

Applications control access to internal restricted pages by redirecting 

unauthenticated users away to some generic public page, often to the login page. 

This is most commonly accomplished using ‘302 Found’ HTTP redirection response. 

In PHP, the code for ‘302 Redirection’ does not implicitly stop the processing of the 

code written below it. As a result, the ‘302 Found’ HTTP response also contains the 

full HTML response of the internal restricted page- the same response for which 

access was denied using the redirection method. 

The Attack Scenario 
 

An attacker enters the URL of an internal restricted page in an application vulnerable 

to this attack. The application checks the Session Token in the HTTP cookie header, 

and finding it invalid, redirects the user to a generic public page (like the login page) 

through ‘302 Found’ HTTP response. 
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The URL of an internal restricted page entered by the attacker: 

http://www.vulnerable123.com/admin/main.php    

The captured response from the server is the following: 

 

 

 

As encircled in the above screen shot, along with the ‘302 Found’ redirection, the 

entire HTML response of the internal restricted page is available. 

The Exploit 
 

The attacker simply changes the ‘302 Found’ response code to ‘200 OK’ and forwards 

the response to his browser: 

Redirection Location 

HTML Source Code of the 

Restricted Page 
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And the attacker is able to access the internal page, supposedly behind 

authentication, in his browser. 

 

‘302 Found’ changed to ‘200 OK’ 
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The Impact  
 

This attack compromises all pages in the internal restricted module of the 

application. Even though the application correctly implements session management, 

the attacker can still access the internal sensitive pages. 

Recommended Resolutions 
 

The following are the recommended solutions for resolving the vulnerability: 

• The body of the ‘302 Found’ HTTP response should only contain a short 

hypertext note with a hyperlink to the new URL. 

• There are several methods to accomplish this in PHP. The most common 

method is to ‘exit’ script execution after the redirection line. 
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